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儒兪文内容の要旨)

Content order is criticalin nat山a11anguage generation (NLG) for emphasizi11g the
゛

tbcus ofa generated text passage.

In this thesis, we propose a novel MR (meanhlg representation)・to・text method that

Controlsthe order ofthe MR values in a 宮enerated text passage based on the given order

Constraints. we develop a teflned MR・text dataset 、Nith additional value order

almotatlons to train our order-contr011able MR-to-text model.訊le also use it to train a

text、to、MR modelto check whether the generated text passage correcdy reaects the

Orig血al MR. Fudhermore, we aU即nent the dataset with synthetic MR・text pairs to

mit地ate the discrepancy inthe number ofnon・empty attributes betweenthe training and

test conditions and use it to train another order・contr0Ⅱable MR・to・text model. our

Proposed methods demonstrate better NLG performance than the base1血e methods

Without order constrai11tS 血 automatiC 雛ld subjective evaluations.1n particular, the

augmented dataset e丘'ectively reduces the number ofdeletion,insertion, and substitution

errors i11the generated text passages.
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(論文審査結果の要旨)

Thisthesis sheds light on the problem ofcontent order 血 natura11anguage generation.

The content order 丘l natura11an套Uage can vary in order to prioritize atld etnphasize

Somethhlg itl natura11angua菖e c01111nunication. This thesis work ahns to controlthe

Content order hl an MR (meanitlg representation)・to・text NLG task. The contribution of

thisthesis istw01田d:the development ofa N611ed MR・text dataset and the proposalof
ノ

a novel MR-to-text NLG method usin芸 Tr帥S血rmer・based sequence-to・sequence

transduction with content order constrahlts. The refined dataset was built upon a popular

MR,text benC1血ark d飢aset ca11ed E2E Dataset with error corrections and additional

Content order almotations. The proposed order・contr011able MR・to・text method takes

Ordered MR values as its input a11d encodes valueS 帥d their positions in a Transforlner

encoder, This work also levera宮es the MR・text dataset by data augmentation to

Compensate for the data ilnbalance in lhe number ofnon・empty attribリtes (contents).1n

the experiments, the proposed method oU印er血rmed the baselitle methods without

Content order considerations in automatiC 甜ld subjective evaluations.

Ihis thesis work established a new direction for NLG teclm010gies t11rough a

thorough investigation in an MR、to・text 仏Sk: data refinement, development ofa novel

Order、contr0Ⅱable NLG model architecture, data augmentation, and evaluation. A series

Of this research resulted il) one peer-revie、刃ed journal paper a11d one peer・reviewed

internationalconference paper. As a result,this thesis sU缶Ciently qualified as a Doctoral

thesis ofEngi11eer血g.
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